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OPENING MODERATOR REMARKS 

  



Good afternoon, and welcome to “INCANT, INVENT, ILLUMINATE: 

FORMAL INNOVATION UNDER COLONIAL PATRIARCHY.” 

  

Before we get started, some housekeeping: 

  

·   For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please 

let me know, and a printed copy will be delivered to you. 

·   Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of 

chairs or other barriers. 

·   Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to 

distract or pet them. 

·   Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from 

wearing scented products. 

·   Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible 

disabilities. Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the 

conference, including for chairs reserved for those with disabilities. 

  

Thank you so much for joining us on the final afternoon of the conference. If 

you’re tired from the past few days, don’t worry. I’m certain this panel will keep 

you on the edge of your seat. I’m certain because if you’re here, you are curious 

about the questions raised by this panel description: Is it possible to subvert 

Western empire, if, ultimately, we are writing in English? What formal approaches 

are by us, for us—that is, what forms are being invented or repurposed by women 

writers of color, and to what end?   

  

I have long wondered what it means to write poems in English while resisting the 

forces of oppression that English entails: patriarchy, colonialism, racism (to name a 

few). As an Indian American writer who is not fluent in Hindi (despite Duolingo’s 

best efforts), I have, myself, enacted the formal innovation described in this panel’s 

title, and worked with archival material and persona in doing so. I have used 

anaphora and messed with punctuation and worked towards poem as incantation, 

poem as prayer, and felt its spiritual potential in doing so. But I have also felt, at 

times, isolated in that process. Despite knowing there are women of color making 

art that redefines my conception of an ethical poetics, I sometimes wonder, will 

this knowledge become generational, even ancestral? Or is it through conversations 

about our approaches that we become a record of our own subversions? 

  

It's this idea of generational and ancestral knowledge that inspired this panel. Irène, 

Kiran, Desiree, and I will share our experiences innovating formally under colonial 



patriarchy. When we incant, we evoke the wisdom of those who came before us. 

We must invent when we don’t have access to that wisdom. And we hope this 

panel serves to illuminate, by discussing how formal experimentation can reveal 

new pathways of subversion, new ways of writing through and against Western 

empire. I’ll invite Irène to share her own incantations and illuminations to start us 

off. 
 

 

PARTICIPANT OPENING REMARKS, INITIAL THOUGHTS, READINGS 

  

IRÈNE 

 

Part 1: I am a healer. Specifically, as a pediatrician and poet, my work explores the 

forces that lead to disparate life outcomes. In my writing, this means excavating 

family and personal histories to understand how sexism, racism, and classism have 

circumscribed my life, including via both privilege and oppression; writing about 

the emotional impact of the climate crisis as a symptom of physical and spiritual 

estrangement from the non-human world; writing simultaneously against climate 

despair; and examining how desires are shaped by a capitalist culture. Through my 

poetry, I investigate how the ways in which we tell our (hi)stories might help us in 

the pursuit of a more just/sustainable world, and how writing and sharing poetry 

can change our selves/cells and relationships to one another. 

 
 

• Archival material: 

o I will discuss the process of creating the archive (through oral history 

interviews with my grandmother) and mining the archive (through 

reading Alice Moore Dunbar-Nelson’s published diaries), which were 

critical aspects of the writing process for my book Grand Marronage. 

o I will discuss “unsilencing the archive” as an antidote to respectability 

and an interruption in the genealogy of inherited complicity in 

systems of oppression. Example: “an easy way of living (circa 1935).” 

o I will discuss the use of stage directions in Grand Marronage as a 

means of highlighting the performative nature of identity in an 

oppressive society. 

• Formal invention as liberatory practice: 

o I will briefly discuss how in my forthcoming collection milk tongue I 

use invented forms to illustrate embodied experiences in our 

patriarchal anthropocene. Examples will include the poems “aubade 

with atony” and “(driftwood).” 



 

Part 2: I will read an incantation from a series of “attempts at going home” in milk 

tongue. 
 

  

KIRAN 

  

 Formal texts to be presented: 

• Extracts from Kama Sutra (and other sanskrit texts) - copy here 

• Extracts from legal proceeding transcripts 

  

 Own work to present: 

• Erasure work  

• Mediation transcript re-imagined in poetry 

• Reimagining patriarchal folklore 

 
 

DESIREE 

  

Topics that I may discuss: 

• The Black epic, particularly: what might it mean to position an enslaved or 

subjugated person at the center of an epic? 

• Use of white space: caesuras, marginalia, etc. 

• Writing Black diasporic spiritualities/religions 

• Dub poetry and my own version of a dub poem; invented forms 

• Writing in vernacular/ “nation language”/ Caribbean demotic  
 

Poems to present: 

• https://poets.org/poem/woman-dub 

• Excerpt from sea voice. I’m linking an excerpt here but I’ll need to find a 

copying and pastable version of the excerpt that I might read. 

https://americanshortfiction.org/issue-72/ 

  

RAENA 

 

• I will discuss the role of docupoetics in my new book and explain my 

strategy for parsing through and incorporating research into my poems. This 

will involve discussion of reverse-erasure via brackets, as well as an 

explanation of my performance strategies as indicating received text. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/27827/27827-h/27827-h.htm#CHAPTER_PIII_II
https://poetshouse.org/profile/kiran-bath/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1THvLtav7v5xdrV8ONmZDevpe8wU3P0FxshDcgX7uS_k/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1THvLtav7v5xdrV8ONmZDevpe8wU3P0FxshDcgX7uS_k/edit
https://poets.org/poem/woman-dub


• I will discuss researching the original, matrilineal mythologies which were 

weaponized alongside forces of colonization, imperialism, and a shift 

towards patriarchy to accuse women of being “daayans.”  

• I will discuss how experimenting with persona allows for multiplicity of 

mythologies, as is true in our lives as WOC (once revered, now ostracized). 

“daayan at gold streak river” troubles the idea of an isolated/independent 

speaker, fixed in time. Persona as collective, incantatory, ancestral, against 

Western paradigm of individual VS. communal.  

• Thinking about how envisioning the poem as a conversation between author 

and research redirects away from a necessarily Western audience. That, too, 

as paradigm shift, and as a way of working against internalized tendencies to 

cater to Western audiences.  

• I will discuss formal approaches that subvert interpretations of author as 

Voice–lower case; interviews with women accused of witchcraft; use of 

colon and spacing; etc. 

• I will present two poems, “daayan at gold streak river” and “lucky 

inhabitant” 
 

 

MODERATOR QUESTIONS 

  

1. We’ve spoken quite a bit about reimagining mythologies today, which 

has me thinking about the spiritual capacity of writing. Do you consider 

the spiritual explicitly in your writing or performing practice? Perhaps 

as a kind of incantatory power? 

 

 

2. I know in my own writing, I tend to vacillate between narrative poems 

that subvert or critique various mythologies, and lyric poems that 

expand on, pray on, imagine on, the vocabularies of those mythologies. I 

wonder what your relationship is to narrative writing, versus lyrical 

writing, and if you can speak to that relationship further. 

 

 

3. I opened this panel considering that our knowledge might be part of a 

generational, even ancestral poetic lineage. As a woman of color, do you 

see manipulating archival material as intrinsic in writing your lineage? 

How does working with archives illuminate, or help you to invent in 

your writing process? 

  


